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Introduction

� Much of the recent debate about development policy has focused on the
di¢ culty of dealing with di¢ culties that arise in promoting development in
fragile states.

� This goes to the heart of broader debates about aid e¤ectiveness.

� Mainstream economics lacks a settled theory of state e¤ectiveness or fragility.

� The program of work that I am reporting on, which is joint with Torsten
Persson, tries to build a conceptual framework and uses it to interpret
known facts.



� Background:

� �Pillars of Prosperity: State Capacity and Economic Development�

� book based on 2010 Yrjo Jahnsson lectures

� recent papers in AER and Econometrica

� My EEA presidential address (also joint with Torsten) has the same title
as this presentation.



Motivation

� It is now widely acknowledged that there was excessive optimism among
development economists about the ability of states in the developing world
to ful�ll their basic functions

� providing public goods

� protecting property rights

� guaranteeing peace and security



� A variety of terms have been used to describe problems of the state that
lie at the heart of development

� �fragile�, �weak�, �crisis�, �failed�

� Development agencies have operationalized this with lists of countries that
are deemed to be problematic on this basis.

� Such states are often the most needy, but they constitute the most
di¢ cult operating environment.

� Haiti

� Afghanistan

� Somalia



Assessing State Fragility

� There are now many measures available that use a variety of methods to
de�ne a state as fragile.

� For illustrative purposes here, I will use the Polity IV State Fragility Index
for 2008

� see http://www.systemicpeace.org/polity/polity4.htm



Eight Dimensions (aggregated to get an overall score)

1. Security E¤ectiveness Score: Total Residual War, a measure of general
security and vulnerability to political violence, 1984-2008. Three indicators
are used to calculate each country�s �residual war� score:

(a) sum of annual scores for all wars in which the country is directly involved
for each continuous period of armed con�ict;

(b) interim years of �no war�between periods of armed con�ict; and

(c) years of peace, or no war, since the end of most recent war period.

2. Security Legitimacy Score: State Repression, a measure of state repression,
1994-2007. Each indicator is coded on a �ve-point scale, from 1 �no
repression� to 5 �systemic, collective repression�.



3. Political E¤ectiveness Score: Regime/Governance Stability, 1994-2008.
Three indicators are used to calculate the Regime/Governance Stability
score:

(a) Regime Durability (Polity IV, 2008);

(b) Current Leader�s Years in O¢ ce (Leadership Duration, 2008); and

(c) Total Number of Coup Events 1994-2008.



4. Political Legitimacy Score: Regime/Governance Inclusion, 2008. Four in-
dicators were used to determine the Regime/Governance Inclusion score:

(a) Factionalism (Polity IV), Ethnic Group Political Discrimination against
more than 5% of Population (Discrimination: POLDIS values);

(b) Political Salience of Elite Ethnicity (Elite Leadership Characteristics);
and

(c) Polity Fragmentation (Polity IV, fragment value).

5. Economic E¤ectiveness Score: Gross Domestic Product per Capita (con-
stant 2000 US$), 2001-2007.



6. Economic Legitimacy Score: Share of Export Trade in Manufactured Goods,
1994-2006.

7. Social E¤ectiveness Score: Human Capital Development, 2006 measured
using the Human Development Index.

8. Social Legitimacy Score: Human Capital Care, 2008 measured using the
Infant Mortality Rate.



 



Observations

� This kind of laundry list approach (which is typical of the literature) reveals
a deep confusion about the issues.

� The list of indicators is to some degree arbitrary

� e.g. exports, leadership duration

� Also, are we meant to think of these as inputs or outputs?

� needs an underlying theoretical model



� But they do emphasize that state fragility is multi-dimensional concept

� although many of the dimensions are clustered.



Our Framework in a Nutshell

� Exogenous factors:

� resources, physical geography, history, social groupings

� (political institutions)

� Main endogenous factors that we model

� state capacities

� investments in political violence



� Outcomes

� public good provision

� taxation

� transfers

� political control/con�ict

� incomes

� well-being
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Twin Pathologies of Fragile States

� low state e¤ectiveness (capacity)

� weak extractive capacity: low tax take

� weak productive capacity: poor enforcement of contracts and property
rights

� these lead to low levels of public good provision.

� susceptibility to political violence

� repression

� civil war



� The following graph illustrates two core dimensions of state development
using the above index of state fragility:

� tax revenue share

� property rights protection
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Diagnosing Fragility (Tolstoy)

"The Anna Karenina Principle"

"Happy families are all alike; every unhappy family is unhappy in its
own way."

� We could paraphrase this to

�All successful states are the same but each unsuccessful state is
unsuccessful in its own way�



Diagnosing Fragility (Aristotle)

� Aristotle states a similar principle in the Nichomachean Ethics:

�(I)t is possible to fail in many ways ... while to succeed is possible
only in one way..; for these reasons also, then, excess and defect are
characteristic of vice, and the mean of virtue; For men are good in
but one way, but bad in many.�



Overview of the Approach

� There is a government in power which represents a speci�c group

� The government raises taxes and allocates public spending

� Political institutions constrain executive authority while a group is in
o¢ ce

� Political turnover is determined in equilibrium (in part) as the product of
investments in violence

� A group which is out of power can also make investments in violence in
order to win power in future.



� Spending can be allocated between:

� public goods

� transfers

� investments in state capacity

� violence (army/police)

� We will consider equilibrium policy decisions and investments in violence

� We then use the model to look at the impact of giving development assis-
tance in di¤erent forms looking at the impact on investment decisions and
violence.



Two Key Sets of Propositions

Part I: State Capacity

� Incumbent government�s choice of taxation and regulation limited by �scal
and legal capacity, and political institutions

� Incumbents can invest in �scal and legal capacity

� purposeful decision: current costs vs. future expected bene�ts



� These are decision made in the face of uncertainty

� political control

� use of revenue: spending on public goods vs. redistribution

� levels of non-tax revenue: resource rents, or (cash) aid



Three kind of states

� Common-interest states

� government revenue mainly used for public goods

� any incumbent group invests in �scal capacity

� Redistributive states

� government revenue mainly used to redistribute, with incumbent more
or less constrained by political institutions

� incumbents invest in �scal capacity if there is su¢ cient political stability



� Weak states

� government revenue used for redistribution, but non-cohesive political
institutions and high levels of political instability

� no incumbent invests in �scal capacity of the state



Complementarities

� Investment in one type of state capacity reinforces the other

� if future �scal capacity higher, additional �scal bene�ts of legal ca-
pacity, which expands market incomes

� if future legal capacity higher, market incomes and tax bases higher,
which raises motive to invest in �scal capacity

� Implications of complementarity

� natural way to think about forces behind observed clustering

� determinants of legal and �scal capacity should be common



Two Key Sets of Propositions

Part II: Violence

� Investments in violence by incumbent and opposition groups

� � opposition can mount insurgency to take over, �nanced inside group

� incumbent can invest to stay in power, �nanced by public purse

� soldiers hired at market wage

� Groups face a trade-o¤ when investing in violence

� costs vs. higher probability to control policy and redistribute in
group�s favor



� The framework can be used to analyze likelihood of violence

� when do we observe violence, and of what type?

� how does this depend upon economic, political and institutional vari-
ables?



Three alternative, ordered regimes

� Both groups�propensity to invest is increasing in (common) variable

E[Bene�t of political control]

Cost of violence

� Three possible outcomes:



� 1. Peace �no group invests in violence: E[Bene�t]Cost is too low to warrant
investment in violence

2. Repression �incumbent, but not opposition, takes to violence: E[Bene�t]Cost
is higher, but incumbent�s violence threshold lower than opposition�s
(due to cost or other advantage)

3. Civil war �both groups take to violence: E[Bene�t]Cost is high enough that
both parties choose to �ght



Determinants of political violence?

� Common roots of repression and civil war as both outcomes related to
E[Bene�t]
Cost determinants should be common

� con�rmed in empirical work

� How is this related to determinants of legal and �scal capacity?

E[Bene�t]

Cost
=
E[Winner�s share of revenue less cost of public goods]

Real wage

� therefore, factors that diminish motives to invest in state raise motives to
invest in violence � see analogous graph.



The State Space

Weak Redistributive Common interest

Peace n/a
strong common interests
non-cohesive institutions
low natural turnover

strong common interests
cohesive institutions

Repression

weak common interests
non-cohesive institutions
low military e¤ectiveness
poorly-organized opposition

weak common interests
non-cohesive institutions
high military e¤ectiveness
poorly-organized opposition

n/a

Civil war

weak common interests
non-cohesive institutions
low military e¤ectiveness
well-organized opposition

weak common interests
non-cohesive institutions
high military e¤ectiveness
well-organized opposition

n/a



Development Policy

� Foreign aid �ows from rich to poor countries have been see as the main
vehicle for improving the situation of poor countries.

� Aid comes in many forms: direct budget support for governments, support
of speci�c projects, technical assistance, military.

� In all cases, with or without conditionality; bilateral and multilateral.

� Aid is controversial

� it is far from clear which forms of aid e¤ective in which environments.



� Three stylized views of aid:

� (i) Traditional view: Aid helps: main problem is lack of resources and
aid �ows are necessary to build public institutions and accumulation of
capital.

� (ii) Pessimistic view: Aid harms: pernicious e¤ect on development and
state building.

� (iii) Revisionist view: Aid can help: need to worry about institutional
environment for e¤ectiveness and conditionality should be sought to
reach it.



The Policy Agenda

� Recognizing the issues associated with traditional forms of aid and its
management, the aid agenda has shifted towards a greater focus on Aid
E¤ectiveness:

� Paris Meeting (2005)

� Accra Meeting (2008)

� These are trying to lay down practical principles for making aid and support
more e¤ective in achieving development goals



Main forms of development

1. Development Support: direct provision of public goods or infrastructure
organized directly by donors and NGOs

2. Budgetary support: cash aid, either unconditional or conditional.

3. Technical assistance: improving government performance, identifying bet-
ter projects.

4. Military support: outright military intervention, training, or supply of
weapons.

5. Post-con�ict assistance: peace-keeping, reconstruction of infrastructure.



Our Perspective

� Suppose a foreign government or multilateral organization makes a transfer
of resources to a developing country.

� Then how will this a¤ect the behavior of the receiving government and the
welfare of the citizens?

� We look at the following margins:

� policy choices:

� state capacity investments:

� investments in violence:



The Bauer Paradox

Peter Bauer was one of the earliest critics of the widespread use of aid to
support development

� He argued that aid would only be e¤ect when institutions to support aid
disbursement were strong

�But then there is probably no need for aid in the �rst place.

Our framework allow us to think about this.



Direct Provision of Public Goods

� This a directly delivered increase in public goods.

� There are some very successful examples, such as smallpox eradica-
tion.

� One way to view this is working outside of state structures with direct
provision by NGOs and non-state actors.

� However, it could also be a carried out by a state with strong insti-
tutions.

� The expected return to direct provision of public goods in our framework
is expected value of an extra dollar of public funds.



� However, this is an optimistic view when aid has to work through the
institutional /governmental structure of the recipient country

� the allocation will then be a¤ected by the recipient country�s insti-
tutional cohesiveness.



Unconditional Budgetary Support

� This is modeled as an increase in the government budget.

� A key issue is whether this will be spent on public goods or transfers.

� This depends on the type of state.

� In a common-interest state all aid is spent on public goods; so marginal
return to aid is the same when then there is direct provision.



� In a redistributive or weak state whether it is spent on transfers or
public goods depends upon the value of public goods.

� Thus the model predicts that aid e¤ectiveness is lower in countries with
weak institutions.



Conditional Budgetary Support

� This only makes a potential di¤erence in redistributive or weak states if
conditionality gets aid allocated to public goods when political institutions
would prefer to allocate this to redistributive spending.

� It can then raise the return the ex ante return to aid.



E¤ects on Political Violence

� Cash aid raises E[Bene�t]Cost

� Can increase investment in political violence

� Has e¤ects on political stability and hence on state capacity investments



Technical Assistance

� Technical assistance can helps to identify good projects or lowering cost of
public goods.

� If technical assistance raises value of public spending, it could even help
promote a common-interest state with its virtuous consequences.

� Identifying ways of raising the return to public spending using RCTs is
a robust intervention in this setting.



� Technical assistance could also reduce investment costs

� increasing investment in state capacity



Military assistance

� Changes technology in the con�ict process.

� Will tend to increase the range of E[Bene�t]Cost with government repression.

� The incumbency advantage leads to more stability and investment.

� It is well-known that military intervention brings dilemmas and some of
these are apparent in our model.

� For example, by entrenching one group in power there are redistributive
implications when institutions are weak.



Post-con�ict assistance

� Peace-keeping changes costs of �ghting.

� Post-con�ict settlement can be thought of as changing institutional cohe-
siveness

� but this only works if it is e¤ective ex ante.

� Reconstruction can be thought of as increasing state capacity directly.



Endogenous Institutions

� The approach can also be extended to have institutional cohesiveness de-
termined endogenously.

� In general, it is ex ante welfare increasing for this to happen according to
pretty much any welfare-economic framework

� But it may not be incentive compatible if the means of political entrench-
ment remain strong.

� In this case aid that increases repression can lead to worsening institutional
cohesiveness as Bauer predicted.



Concluding Comments

� This presentation has given an overview of a framework in which the study
of fragile states can be brought into our understanding of development
policy.

� We have explored margins on which development policy can have an impact
on state building and violence.

� The theory illustrates vividly why the speci�cs matter to being able to
improve the situation when states are fragile.

� But obviously the real challenge is in turning this into practical advice in
concrete settings.




